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Piano solos composed with lovely classical flavors woven through out. This is music that gently, almost

tenderly, fills the heart and mind with an indescribable sense of peace and wonder. 12 MP3 Songs EASY

LISTENING: Mood Music, NEW AGE: Relaxation Details: To Another Place Original Classic

Compositions Playing Time: 45 minutes What Listeners are saying about Music by Ronda "Thank you for

being one of the few willing to demonstrate note by soaring note, that life is Grand! Keep playing, people

will realize that if they can find peace here, in these vaulted, chaotic terminals, they can find it anywhere."

-Jordan, Traveler, Portland International Airport "To hear your heart speaking is a beautiful thing!" -Bird

Sanchez "...full of passion, emotion and love. Amazing harmonies, great melodies and overall wonderful! I

LOVE IT. Very Deep." -Cody Collins "My soul was singing as you played, what a beautiful gift." -Phillip

Martin "As I walked into this airport, my life was falling apart and I had forgotten what beauty is. I was

engulfed in misery. Now, as I leave to board my plane, I am reminded, Life is Beautiful! I cannot forget.

Thank you for reminding me." -Chris Holshof, Traveler, Portland International Airport "Ronda has been

inspiring our listeners with her beautiful music for several years. We really enjoy having her music as it is

very soothing to us and our listeners. I highly recommend Ronda to you." -Keith Neuman, KBVM FM

Radio, Portland, Oregon "I cannot tell you the peace that passes over me while listening to your CD. After

a busy day at work and the everyday stress of life, playing your CD is like filling my house with the

presence of God." -Peggy Devries, Events Coordinator, Portland Oregon "Ronda, I need your music, the

world needs your music  please, you cant ever stop playing! You were meant to make this music."

-Homeless, no name given About the Performing Artist "As a local artist in Portland, no matter where I

perform, dearest to my heart is the community outreach dinner I play for once a month in SE Portland.

People have come to know they are welcome there, safe and valuable  no matter how poor or

challenged. Over the years we have built relationships through welcoming music, mouth watering food

and great atmosphere. The incredible joy we have received in return is greater than one could ever

imagine. Our "Coffee House Dinner" is actually where I became serious about my music. One evening a

friend asked me to play a piece I began composing as a child. The response was overwhelming. Our
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guests kept asking me to play it over and over. I love how music speaks an inner language our beings

naturally respond to. That night I saw those musical words reach into broken hearts and lives, touching

them with something good and wonderful. It gave me the desire so great to compose that it changed my

life. My husband and I moved to Portland in 1989 and now have three wonderful teens. And yes, I do

mean wonderful! I love to garden when I get a chance, enjoy painting with water colors, reading and of

course, cooking mouth watering meals for my family." - Ronda * * * Thank you for choosing this site. If

you have enjoyed listening, please log in below with your comments or let me hear from you via email!

People who are interested in Yanni George Winston Jim Brickman should consider this download.
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